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Canadian Trade and Adjustment Study: Top Une Frequencies 

/7 	 IF "HURT CANADA," ASK: 
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lie 35a. A number of people have said they've changed their mind about free trade 
over the last year from believing that the long-term effects of free trade 
would benefit Canada, to now thinking that it will hurt Canada. Are you 
one of these people? 

Yes 	 47 - CONTINUE 
No 	 52 - SKIP TO 35 
(DK/NS) 	 0 

IF YES ASK: 

35b. Why? 

Relocation by businesses to U.S 	 19 
Only benefits the U.S 	 18 
Loss of jobs 	 15 
U.S. too strong for Canada 	 13 
Softwood lumber dispute 	 11 
Tariffs 	 8 
Honda dispute 	 6 
Too much cross-border shopping 	 6 
Other 	 4 
Don't know/not stated 	 3 

ASK EVERYONE: 

36. Regardless of how you feel about the actual free trade agreement between 
Canada and the U.S., do you support or oppose the idea of freer trade•
between Canada and the U.S.? 

Support 	 57 
Oppose 	 38 
(DK/NS) 	 4 

37. Would you say that, in the long-term, more jobs will be created or would 
you say that more jobs would be lost as a result of the free trade 
agreement with the United States? Would that be a lot more or a few more? 

A lot more jobs created 	 8 
A few more jobs created 	 20 
A few more jobs lost 	 23 
A lot more jobs lost 	 40 
(No impact on jobs) 	 3 
(DK/NS) 	 5 

38. Generally speaking, do you support or oppose the Free Trade Agreement that 
was reached between Canada and the United States? Would that be strongly 
or moderately? 

Strongly support 	 7 - SKIP TO 40 
Moderately support 	30 - 
Moderately oppose 	22 - CONTINUE 
Strongly oppose 	 35 - 
(DK/NS) 	 5 - SKIP TO 40 


